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The Swedish Mountains

(Plates 48-49)

T he Swedish mountains are dwarfed in both fame and size by those
of Norway and the Alps. They are, however, unique in many aspects.

I would like to introduce a fantastic mountain range which stretches along
the Norwegian border for almost IOOOkm. The most interesting areas are
the Jamtland-Harjedalen mountains (IOO-150km west and south-west of
the Swedish city of bstersund), the Vasterbotten mountains (350km straight
north of bstersund), the Sarek/Padjelanta/Stora SjOfallet complex (another
200km north of the Vasterbotten mountains and due west of the small min
ing town Gallivare) and finally the KebnekaiselAbisko area (75km north
of Sarek and west of the mining town Kiruna). In between and north and
south of these areas, the mountains are lower and less interesting.

Approaching from the east, you pass through hundreds of kilometres of
uninhabited or sparsely-populated forest before you come to the moun
tains. These are quite insignificant in height and, since the forest areas are
flat, you usually do not see the mountains until you are quite close to them,
giving them a feeling of extreme remoteness and wilderness. Add to this
the fact that some of the mountains (Sarek and Kebnekaise) lie north of the
Arctic Circle, and you realise that the Swedish mountains are actually very
wild and untouched places. They are sometimes referred to as 'Europe's
last wilderness'.

This article will concentrate on the mountains of Sarek and Kebnekaise,
since these are the areas with the highest peaks; they are also the most
interesting for mountaineers and hikers. Sweden can only boast eleven
summits in excess of 2000m (compared with over a hundred in Norway),
but they are the only ones in Scandinavia situated north of the Arctic Circle.
This makes them truly Alpine in character, and they are often surrounded
by big glaciers.

Sweden's highest peak, Kebnekaise, is 2ll7m high and is situated in a
massif containing another three summits over 2000m. The Kebnekaise area
is characterised by big and broad valleys (the Ladtjo valley, Vista valley and
the Tjaktja valley), with a number of steep and narrow side-valleys reaching
into the quite rugged peak areas. A typical example of such a steep side
valley is the famous Tarfala valley. Owing to their northern latitude, there
is almost no vegetation on these mountains above cl OOOm-l200m. The
ground at or above these altitudes is almost devoid of any soil cover and it
usually consists only of boulders and bare rock. These areas, which in
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Swedish are referred to as 'boulder seas', can be depressing to walk across,
and the climbing is usually not very good owing to inferior rock.

There are, however, a few exceptions especially around the main peak of
Kebnekaise. Most famous is the Silhouette Route on Tolpagorni (l672m),
first climbed in 1938, which was, for the time, quite an achievement even
by European standards. It is an enjoyable route on fairly good rock on a
very beautiful peak, and it gives about 12 pitches of UIAA grade IV climbing.
The Eastern Route of Kebnekaise main peak is an easy scrambling route
which thousands of people do every year in guided tours organised by the
mountain lodge at the base of the mountain. Another classic is Nygren's
Route (UlAA Ill), a mixed route which leads to the North Summit of
Kebnekaise (2097m). Just north of the Kebnekaise ridge is Kaskasepakte
(2043m) - the only 2000m peak which involves technical climbing on all
its routes, the easiest being about UlAA 11/111. The North Face of Kas
kasepakte (UIAA VIVI) had its first winter ascent about ten years ago.
The technical standard of many of these routes might not be very high, but
the combination of a remote setting, less-than-perfect rock and some
times bad weather makes most routes in this area serious undertakings.



48. The Swedish Mountains. The Keboekaise Ridge from Kaskasatjilkka. Kebnepakte, I990m,
is the dark peak in the foreground. Keboekaise, 2117m, the h.ighest point in Sweden,
is the snow ridge behind the summit of Kebnepakte. (Ulf Carlsson) (P144)

49. Kouperpakte, 1914m, in the Kebnekaise area, seen from the east.
Kaskase Valley is on the right. (Ulf Carlsson) (p144)
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During the summer there is the advantage, of course, of northern Scan
dinavia's long hours of daylight.

The main massif of Kebnekaise is serviced by a lodge managed by the
Swedish Tourist Association, and they offer everything from full-board
hotel-style accommodation to do-it-yourself camping. There is also a range
of self-service huts in the Kebnekaise area, never more than 15-20km apart,
where you can get a bunk bed for about £ I0 sterling per night. This would,
however, confine you to the well-visited major valleys. In order to explore
the less-frequented areas you would need your own camping equipment.
The trails are well marked and there are bridges over the bigger rivers and
creeks. This makes the area easily accessible, safe and popular with walkers.
The Kungsleden ('King's Trail') is a well-marked trail system running for
almost the entire length of the Swedish mountains. The most popular
section is from Abisko (80km north of Kebnekaise) to Kebnekaise and
continuing to Kvikkjokk in the southern end of Sarek. Kebnekaise tourist
lodge is 20km from the end of the road, at a small village called Nikkaloukta.
To reach it will take 5-6 hours of walking (or 10 minutes by helicopter).
Although the bigger huts and lodges have shops selling food, it is advisable
to bring most of it with you.

In many ways Sarek stands in stark contrast to Kebnekaise. Topograph
ically it is characterised by compact massifs surrounded by broad open
valleys. The area is a 2000 sq km national park which, with the adjacent
national parks of Stora Sj6fallet (1000 sq km) and Padjelanta (2000 sq km),
comprises one of the biggest protected areas in Europe. Because of its
status there are no huts or lodges inside the park and there are only a few
bridges over the biggest rivers. Any hiking or climbing trip into Sarek is
therefore a major expedition. Everything has to be carried in and out on
your back, and since the approach takes about two days, you usuaHy end
up carrying food and equipment for at least eight days.

Sarek's 2000m peaks are spread out on three massifs (one is actually just
outside the park boundaries), with another 4-5 massifs of equal importance.
Sarektjakka (2089m) is the highest peak and the third highest summit in
Sweden. An ascent of Sarektjakka involves several kilometres of glacier
walking, taking 8-10 hours for the round trip. Other interesting peaks are
Pierikpakte, at just under 1800m, overlooking the beautiful surroundings
of central Sarek. This must be one of the most difficult peaks in Sweden and
there are no easy routes up it. Another beautiful peak requiring technical
climbing on all its routes is Saitaris (1906m) in southern Sarek. Saitaris is
situated in the Parte massif (containing two of the southernmost 2000m
peaks), which is a wild and rugged place, especially if approached from
the desolate high plateau of Luottolako.

While there are many established climbing routes in Kebnekaise, Sarek
lacks a history of climbing (apart from Pierikpakte, Saitaris and a few other
peaks). The rock is as good (or as bad) as in Kebnekaise but it is probably
owing to its remote setting that relatively few routes have been put up in
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Sarek. Most of the ridges, however, have been climbed and they usually
offer fantastic outings, with scrambling and ridge-walking in beautiful
settings. Many of these ridges only receive a few ascents per decade, which
means that you can retain a feeling of exploration when doing ascents in
Sarek (and in certain parts of Kebnekaise). Many of the ridges and summits
can be connected to form multi-day climbs and offer superb possibilities
for the innovative mountaineer seeking new challenges.

The mountains in Vasterbotten and Jamtland-Harjedalen are less dram
atic and the highest peaks reach only about l800m, but they are easily
accessible by car and are very well serviced with lodges and huts, together
with well-marked trails and bridges over all the rivers. Easy access to both
areas has made them very popular with hikers; in winter, skiers enjoy fully
developed cross-country and downhill facilities (especially so for the
Jamtland·Harjedalen mountains).

All these areas offer good skiing from March to late May, with long days
and usually quite good weather. One must, however, bear in mind that they
are less than 1OOkm from the North Atlantic Ocean and storms can come in
quickly, with disastrous results for the ill-prepared (a fact that is reflected in
the harsh statistics of people being lost in snowstorms every few years).
The best summer months are from mid-June to early September. July is the
most popular month with hikers; it is also the most popular month for
mosquitoes. In August and September there are fewer of both. Wildlife is
sparse in these areas, but you will see reindeer, possibly moose, lemmings
and many interesting bird species. Wolf, wolverine, bear and lynx are resi
dent, but are very hard to spot. For botanists, Padjelanta, the Vasterbotten
mountains and the Jamtland mountains are the most interesting areas
owing to the high content of limestone in the rock.

If you are looking for a different mountain holiday in a remote and beau
tiful setting, the Swedish mountains can be higWy recommended. Because
of their well-marked trails, there are certain areas which even inexperienced
walkers can enjoy, while the intrepid can walk and climb for days without
meeting another person. So pack your backpack - do not forget mosquito
repellant and rain gear - and go to Europe's last wilderness.
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